YEAR GROUP

Autumn 1

YEAR 1

NURSERY /RECEPTION

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

Colours

Talk about summer

Talk about summer

Talk about summer

Instructions

Refresh vocabulary

Refresh vocabulary

Refresh vocabulary

Numbers 0-10

Refresh numbers

More introduction:

More introduction:

Greetings

How old are you

How old are you

How old are you

My name is

Months and birthday

Where are you from

Where are you from

Days of week

where do you live

where do you live

Rutina en clase

Rutina en clase
When is your birthday

Autumn 2

Animals

Animales granja

Day of the dead

Day of the dead

Numbers 10-20

Animales jungla

Spanish sounds and alphabet

Spanish sounds and alphabet

More colours

Describe an animal

Country flags and Spanish geography Talk about autumn

Day of the dead and Xmas cards

Spanish sounds and alphabet

More animals

Day of the dead and Xmas cards

Juan pequeño baila

Describre them

Parts of the body

Refresh parts of the body

Food
Spring 1

Numbers 20-30

Food

Food

Food

Fruits

Fruits

Fruits

Fruits

I like/ I don't like

I like/ I don't like

I like/ I don't like

I like/ I don't like

Directions

Parts od the body

Parts of the body

Parts od the body

Positions

Hurts

Hurts

Hurts

Transports

Weather forecast

Weather forecast

Weather forecast

Birthday

Feelings

Feelings

Feelings

Days of the week

Familia

Familia

Familia

Weather forecast

Transports Places in the city

Transports Places in the city

Transports Places in the city

More animals

Days of the week

Days of the week

Days of the week

More animals (cebra Luisa)

More animals (cebra Luisa)

More animals (cebra Luisa)

Months
Spring 2

Summer 1

hobbies

hobbies

Transports

cebra Luisa

Talk about spring

Talk about spring

Places in the city

Transports

Ways of transport

Ways of transport

Parts of the body

Places in the city

Places in the city

Places in the city

Directions

There is and there are

There is and there are

Directions

Directions

Project: in the city

Project: in the city

Hobbies
Summer 2

Talk about summer

How old are you

How old are you

Plans for the summer

Plans for the summer

Refresh numbers

Refresh numbers

Weather

Weather

Plans for summer

My house

My house

Description and adjectives

hobbies

Planets
My school and objects
Subjects

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

Talk about summer

Talk about summer

Talk about summer

Past tense

Past tense

Past tense

Vocabulary revision

Vocabulary revision

Vocabulary revision

Talk about your favourite things

Talk about your favourite things

Daily routine

Rutina en clase

Daily routine

Hour in Spanish

Hour in Spanish

Spanish sounds and refresh sentences in classroom

Sounds in Spanish

sounds in Spanish

Day of the dead and Mexico

Day of the death cultural

Day of the dead

Learn about Mexico

Hobbies

Spanish sounds and alphabet

New food vocabulary

Talk about someone's hobbies

Country flags and Spanish geography

Animals and their products

Spanish sounds and refresh sentences in classroom

More animals

Food project

Juan pequeño baila

Xmas vocabulary and traditions

Xmas vocabulary and traditions

Wetaher forecast

Refresh parts of the body and describe hair, eyes

Refresh parts of the body and describe hair, eyes

Food

Ojos grande y pequenos

Ojos grande y pequenos

I like/ I don't like

Refresh feelings

Refresh feelings

Animals and their products

clothes and activities

clothes and activities

Project: food

Project describing themselves

Refresh parts of the body
and describe hair, eyes
Ojos grande y pequenos

Adjectives

My house

Refresh feelings

Describe and compare

Use of dictionary in the classroom

Planets song

School and subject

Compare and describe planets

Travel agency and city project

Project describing themselves

Talk about spring
Daily routine

Refresh weather

Hour in Spanish

Describe third people

Describe third people

refresh verbs and actions

refresh verbs and actions

refresh verbs and actions

Cultural: 5 de mayo

Cultural: 5 de mayo

Cultural: 5 de mayo

Project: country and describe someone famous

Project: country and describe someone famous

Talk about summer

Assessment

Talk about summer
In the school
Objects

Intructions in the kitchen

Permission

Project: recipe in Spanish

Subjects

